
1. How do I make a reservation ?
Please complete our reservation form and we will get back to you soonest with full confirmation .

2. Can I book a group ? 
Yes , please forward your request for securing needed space .

3. Are prices based on double occupancy ?
Yes , our published rates are valid Per Person in twin or double occupancy .

4. What is the single supplement ? 
Extra charge be added to the published rates for the ones seeking more privacy of their own room .

5. Do I need Travel Insurance ? 
It is highly recommended to protect yourself in case of any interruption " luggage delay or lose, medical 
expenses ,.. "

6. Can I request special dietary meals ? 
Yes , please forward your special request and we will make sure is forwarded to our suppliers for action 
.

7. How much luggage can I bring ?
It is allowed to bring one suitcase not to exceed 23 Kg and one piece of hand luggage .

8. Is luggage handling provided ?
Yes , luggage handling is provided at No extra charges as included handling at hotels and airports .

9. Can I bring wheel chair on my trip ?
Yes , you can bring your own wheel chair if you wish as long as you are traveling with a Person who is 
able and willing to assist .

10. What type of weather can I expect ?
Weather is constantly changing , accordingly must check weather forecast before traveling while can 
assure that Egypt has warm and sunny weather during winter time ( October till end of March ) & hot 
and sunny weather during rest of the year .

11. Will I need a passport ? 
Yes , passport are needed and must be valid for at least 06 months after the end of your trip .

12. Will I need a visa ? 
Yes , visa is needed for traveling to Egypt which could be obtained in advance through Egypt 
embassy , also could be obtained upon arrival at Cairo airport Per Passport for 30 days stay with one 
entry .

13. How many people are traveling with me ?
Our tours are considered as private ones at average of 10 joining passengers or may be less .

14. Will I have time on my own ?
Our itineraries are well designed with perfect balance of planned activities and personal time to explore 
by your own .

15. Will transport be modern and comfortable ?
Yes , all vehicle transport are modern , comfortable ones and air-condition .

16. Are the hotels air-conditioned ?
Yes , hotels and Nile Cruises are air-conditioned .
  



17. Are airport transfers included ? 
Yes , all land transfers are included with the service of English speaking Tour Escort .

18. Are tips included ? 
Tips is kind of life way for many of the Mediterranean countries includes Egypt . Despite is Not 
compulsory but still to be expected after you receive the expected good service .

19. What are optional excursions and when do I purchase it ? 
Our Tour Guide will offer you variety of Optional Excursions that perfectly complement your holiday 
which be signed and paid on the spot . If  you join any of the offered Optional Excursions , you miss 
nothing from your original sightseeing .

20. Must I know the native language of Egypt ?
No , your Tour Guide will always be available to help when necessary , nevertheless to teach you some 
common phrases for greeting locals .

21. Can I have laundry done ?
Yes , laundry service is available at most of your hotels while it is good idea to pack enough clothing to 
avoid paying extra for it .

22. What if I arrive late and miss a feature of the trip ? 
We regret that No refunds for the un-used parts of tour .

23. Can I drink water in Egypt ?
Recommend only to drink the bottled water while tap water only be used for showering and washing .

24. Is smoking allowed during transport ?
No , transport vehicles are Non Smoking ones . However several stops will be arranged during long 
drive hours for smoking and stretch legs .

25. How do I change my currency ?
Through banks which are available everywhere at fixed exchange rates .

26. Are there ATM ?
Yes and available throughout .

27. What are the best buys in Egypt ?
There are many good buys when are in Egypt like Cotton , Brass , Silver , Gold , Papyrus , Carpets , 
Spices and Perfumes .

28. What type of clothing are appropriate ?
No need for tie, jacket or formal evening wear . Smart casual is perfectly suits Egypt . Some of Nile 
Cruise ships and hotels provide dressing code sheet.

29. Could I use my credit card while in Egypt ?
Credit cards are accepted at major tourist places and hotels but are Not widely accepted at the small 
shops .

30. Is there internet access on board Nile ship ?
Internet access is available at hotels and Nile Cruise ship at charge .

31. What time will excursions depart ?
Pick up time and expected length of day tour will be advised on the spot by your Tour Guide .

32. Voltage ? 
In Egypt is 220 V .




